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Why we do it – the Big Picture
It is our responsibility to
ensure that our business runs
in a sustainable manner. The
big picture is essentially in
assessing the effects and
consequences of today’s
business’ as usual practices;
and how we can change the
way we do business to help
address and in some small
way mitigate the biggest issue
of our time, that is climate
change.

Why we do it – the Big Picture
While it is impossible to build
a resort without at least some
impact on the environment
and natural resources, the
management and staff of The
Frangipani Langkawi Resort &
Spa realize that our very
existence is dependent upon
the way in which we manage
the natural assets with which
Langkawi is blessed.

Natural &
Passive Design(Green
Landscape &
Passive
Architecture)

A Green
Sustainable/
Eco-Resort

Green practices- Natural and Passive Design
9. Glass bottle wall
In order to minimize our carbon
footprint and cost of transferring glass
bottles to the mainland, one of the
Resort’s ongoing projects is to up
cycle the glass bottles into building
glass bottles wall.

8. Mint leaves used as natural air
freshener
An easy and natural way of air
freshener. Mint leaves are placed
in recycled plastic bottles in
offices.

Natural lighting and ventilation
Given that the most sustainable source of energy during the day is sunlight. At
the Resort, we look at maximizing this energy source throughout our resort in a
manner which is comfortable for guests. By having larger windows and open
space for more light and air to come through the resort, it can indirectly reduce
the building’s energy use. To save energy, we have set 5% of annual saving
target for energy. There are few ways to save energy as shown below:1. Open air concept – Mentari restaurant and bar

2. Open air concept – Lobby

3. Open air concept – Spa
This is an example of the resort effort to
minimize energy usage and maximize natural
lighting and ventilation at public areas
throughout the day.

4. Open air concept – Public
toilets
This is an example of the
resort effort to minimize
energy usage and maximize
natural lighting and ventilation
at public areas throughout the
day. Glass bottles collected at
the resort have been used to
decorate one of the resort’s
public toilets.

5. Natural ventilation using mosquito
netting
All toilet windows in the standard rooms are
widened to bring in more natural lighting and
more airflow, so damp area dries up faster, less
fungs grow. Previously, the size of the window
was 3 feet x 2 feet. In other hand, most
kitchens are generally considered very hot and
this resort’s kitchen ventilation reduces heat by
3oC which is much cooler. Mosquito netting is
placed at the kitchen’s back door to allow cool
air to enter the kitchen without opening the
door.

After
renovation
: Interior
and
exterior
view of
toilet
window in
Standard
Room

Before renovation: Interior and
exterior view of toilet window in
Standard Room

View of interior and exterior
of kitchen: Bottom net allow
cool air in and gap on top
allow hot air out

9. Using trees/plants to shade the
air-condition compressor, thus
reduces energy usage

10. Using direct piping instead of
water pump for the flow of water
In the past (1991), water was
distributed to all guest rooms using
an electrical water booster pump.
Ten years back we discovered that
the water pressure by the local
water provider was sufficient to be
distributed to all the rooms without
the electrical booster pump.

10. Edible Landscape Design – morning glory (Known as kangkung in
Malay), and baby kalian (Also known as Chinese broccoli) vegetables
Wide cobble roads (especially if they are dark in colour) increase the ambient
atmospheric temperature. Therefore, the resort has reduced the width of its
existing cobble roads and planted more vegetables to reduce ambient
atmospheric temperature, thus increase the food production in the resort.

Before

After

15. Green roof on top of guests’ rooms’ to create passive cooling effect
Green roofs provide thermal mass layer which helps reduce the flow of heat
into a building. The solar reflectance of green roofs varies depending on the
plant types but generally falls between 0.3 and 0.5 Because of the higher solar
reflectance, green roofs reflect more sunlight and solar heat than the standard
red/brown tile roofs. Of the proportion of the heat energy that is absorbed by
green roofs, some is dissipated during the process of evapotranspiration,
thereby cooling the roof further. During the day, normal tiles roof heat up to 50
degress when green roof only heat up to 32.

Tropical Hardwood vs. Concrete
• Formerly, buildings were made from tropical hard
wood.
• With prolonged exposure to high humidity, rain and
sun, hardwood deteriorates within four to six
years.
• To replace it, we would need to cut trees down that
take 30 to 60 years to mature.
• In support of more sustainable construction
methods, wood railings on the balconies and
staircases at the resort have been changed into
precast concrete railings for a longer life span.

3. Polytanks used for rainwater harvesting
The resort has 125 poly tanks, each able to harvest up to 4000 liters of
rainwater. Total capacity is 500,000 litres. Water is collected during the rainy
days to be used. The rain water is collected from the rain gutter, and goes
through the first polytanks. Then, through a small filtration system connected to a
second tank, the water is ready for use. Uses of the rain water include cleaning
the public pathways, landscape and vegetable gardens, irrigation purposes as
well as to flush toilets.

10. Pipes from shower and sinks
installed underground for irrigation
(Dual piping system)
Our rooms have dual piping system
from the guests’ bathroom. The bigger
pipe is for is for solid waste which goes
directly to the septic tank (waste)
whereas the smaller pipe is used to
water the plants underground.

Smaller pipe

Bigger pipe

Septic tank

Efficient Use – Rainwater for toilet flushing




All new toilets are now
installed with 6 litres
(1.6 US galloon) toilet
flush.
Harvested rainwater
are used for toilet
flushing at the resort.

Rainwater Treatment System (simple technology system)

2 Sand filters and 2 253.7nm UV lamp to treat water

• To filter rainwater from storage tank.
• UV light is to kill all bacteria while sand is to filter particles found in the
rainwater.

4. Air-condition compressor water harvesting
The resort uses 1.5 and 2 hos power air conditioning unit. 20 litres of old paint
and 45 litres of chlorine containers are reused and placed under each air
condition compressor behind guests’ rooms in order to collect condensation from
the compressor. The usage of air condition for 12 hours will get 10 litres of air
condition compressor water. This water is then used for irrigating the
surrounding areas. This is a more efficient method of watering plants as it
minimizes the need to use paid treated water.

7. Air-conditioning
condensation from office
used to flush urinal in the
men’s toilet

8. Main Pool (re-design) to
reduce chlorine usage
Chlorine pool converted from depth
of 6 feet to 4 feet in an effort to
save water and use less chlorine.

9. Fish/Koi pond
Rainwater is used to fill the fish pond. The pond also acts as a water storage site,
runoff (generated during heavy rain) flows from the car park into storage
compartment in front of the pon. It can store 55940 litres (55.94m3) of water. The
epth converted from 4 feet to 2 feet in an effort to save water and safety of guests
(especially children).

5. Salt Water Pool
The Resort’s salt water pool is an
alternative for guests to swim in
an environment that is more
natural. This pool uses less
chlorine, therefore is gentler on
the skin and eyes. The salt pool is
4 feet depth in efforts to save
water and for safety. 2000kg of
coarse salt is used every 2
months with 30,000 gallons of
water.

6. Staffs are encourage to report
any leakages to maintenance
department for immediate
rectification
In order to be more water efficient, it
is important to identify and rectify any
water leakage issues. Staffs are
encouraged to monitor and report any
leakages around the resort.

In order to save water, we have set 5% of annual saving target for water. There are few
ways to save water as shown below:1. Drainage Channeling to the Flower Bed
Drainage from the sloped areas is channeled into the flower bed,
therefore reducing the need for watering by the staff.

2. Rainwater used to fill the
fish pond and swimming
pool
During rainy season, rain
water is used to fill up the Koi
pond located in front of the
lobby. The rainwater is also
used to refill the swimming
pool water loss due to
evaporation during hot
season.

Average Per Room Water Consumption (m3) since 2006 - 2015





Average yearly water consumption per room is steadily decreasing.
Water consumption In 2009, 2010, 2012 and 2014 due to construction of new rooms and
landscaping.
Approximate 34% reduction in water consumption 2006.
2014 increase due to more staff staying in staff quarters compared to in the past.

*The reading for the year 2015 may vary as the water meter was faulty during Oct – Dec causing
inaccurate meter reading.

SAVING ENERGY: Renewable Energy

11. Electric Vehicle (EV)
The newest addition to the resort, this electric vehicle is part of the resort’s carbon
off-setting initiative. The electric vehicle also has an added value of giving guests
the experience of riding in a 100% electric vehicle. On the technical side, this
vehicle has a new generation regeneration braking which practically recovers all of
the energy otherwise wasted during braking.

Renault -Zoe

Efficient fixtures – Air Conditioners
• The use of electric/compressive air
conditioners puts a major demand on the
electrical power grid in hot weather when most
units are operating under heavy load. The use
of efficient air conditioners (AC) units or
technology can result in significant savings for
hotels/resorts that use a lot of energy in airconditioning.
• The use of electric/ compressive air
conditioners puts a major demand on the
electrical power grid in hot weather when most
units are operating under heavy load.
• The use of efficient air conditioners (AC) units
or technology can result in significant savings
for hotels/resorts that use a lot of energy in
air-conditioning.

Direct Standing Air-Condition with
only 2.5 Hp, more energy
efficient.

Air Conditioning & Energy Use
•
I.

•
•
•

Energy increased in 2007 and 2010 due to construction of new rooms,
swimming pool and gym respectively.
Average yearly energy consumption per room is steadily decreasing.
About 46% reductions in consumption since 2006.

Caveat:
Rooms are made larger
now and take more
families compared to
2006 per room even
with increasing facilities
for own customers,
extra swimming pool,
gym and spa.
II. In 2013/2014, extra 10
security guards have
taken in therefore more
energy and cost.
III. We have also increase
the size of rooms up to
50%.
• Even when occupancy
is low, areas such as
the walkway lights,
Jacuzzi pumps and
some other areas are
required to remain lit or
on due to safety.

Green Practices-Food Production
1. Utilize walkway for food production
Using the guest pathways as a garden for food
production is not only to minimize the heat
island of cement pathways but is a more
efficient way to use the space. The edible
garden is used in the kitchen for the Resort’s
restaurant. This encourages locally produced
ingredients, and reduces transportation cost as
well as carbon emissions which would
otherwise be emitted by the vehicle to obtain
these ingredients from the mainland.

2. Own produce – fruits,
vegetables, herbs
The edible garden is used in the
kitchen for the Resort’s
restaurant. This encourages
locally produced ingredients, and
reduces transportation cost as
well as carbon emissions which
would otherwise be emitted by
the vehicle to obtain these
ingredients from the mainland.

3. Vertical garden
Used behind the walls of the staff accommodation and guests’ rooms, this commonly
used gardening method has the effect of cooling down the ambient temperature of a room
or building. Vertical gardening is also done in our nursery to increase food production in
the resort.

7. Sireh Tea
Known as
Piperbetle Linn.
Able to cure fever,
bad cough, and
anti-depression.

8. Homemade Organic Moringa
Pod
Using plants grown in our resort and
finding innovative ways to serve
healthy snacks at our bar

9. Oyster Mushroom (Scientific name: Pleurotus Ostreatus)
Growing our
mushroom on site
is another way to
increase our
onsite food
production.

Fowls in The Frangipani Langkawi Resort & Spa
 Rearing ducks, chickens, geese and turkeys organically in-situ in the resort.
 To reduce food cost and carbon footprint of food supply transportation, and to be selfsustaining.
 The fowls are fed with kitchen waste such as leftover rice, bread, wild water spinach and
duckweed grown at the wetland.

Nursery
At the resort’s nursery,
gardeners will propagate
plants. About 200 plants
are propagated monthly.
Each of the plants is
worth RM5.00, thus a
savings of RM 1,000.00
monthly.

SAVINGS FROM FOOD PRODUCTION
YEAR

QUANTITY (KG)

SAVING IN USD

2008

768

937

2009

1403

1460

2010

1542

1621

2011

1746

1800

2012

2324

2155

2013

2986

2894

2014

2893

2806

2015

3709

3818
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Learning how to…

Processes
1. Composting
We produce two types of composting at the resort, organic and leaf composting.
Organic compost is made from our organic kitchen waste and garden waste. It
is then used as organic fertilizer for our edible garden. The leaves compost is
made from dries leaves that we collected around our resort.
Formula:
Green and brown
Water
Oxygen
Organic Composting
Compost is made from our organic kitchen
waste and garden waste. It is then used as
organic fertilizer for our garden. We produce
enough compost to cover our needs and
therefore do not need to buy any.

Step 1:
Prepare organic and garden waste and put it into
empty bathtub or big container.

Step 2:
Create a base by starting with a layer of browns,
laying down 4 to 6 inches of leaves, twigs or
other coarse carbons on the bottom of the pile
for good air circulation. Next, alternate between
greens and browns. This creates layers of
nitrogen and carbon. Make layers about 4 to 6
inches thick. Then water the compost, ensuring it
is wet.

Step 3:
Mix the materials thoroughly, this allows
bacteria, fungi, and insects to accumulate and
help break down the materials in our compost.
As the organic materials decompose, the
temperature inside will increase and steam may
be released as a result. We use a manual
operating machine to mix the compost.

2. Eco Enzyme
We create our own garbage enzyme and use as a soil fertilizer, detergent to wash floors,
and as natural pesticide.
Our eco-enzyme is a complex solution produced by fermentation of fresh kitchen waste
(fruits and vegetable dregs), brown sugar and water.
The enzyme is dark brown in color and has a strong fermented scent. It is a multi-purpose
liquid and can be used for a variety of applications such as household cleaning or as a
fertilizer. Housekeeping staff use the enzyme as the cleaning application.
Using this enzyme helps to reduce the use of chemical fertilizers, which are toxic. When
used for cleaning purposes, the enzymes also helps to protect the environment as chemical
compounds used in the detergents are often responsible for environmental degradation.
Step 1:
Collect all the waste fruits (fruits peel) from kitchen, brown sugar and water.

Fruits peel

Brown sugar

Water

Step 2:
Mix the ingredients below in a bin and keep lid tightly closed for three months.
1 ratio brown sugar
3 ratio waste fruits
10 ratio water

Eco enzyme

3. Egg Shells Used as
Fertilizer
We collect egg shell and used
as fertilizer because the egg
shell contains calcium which is
good for the plant.

Housekeeping staff using
eco-enzyme for mopping

4. Natural Pesticide
The combination of neem leaves together with bougainvillea and spider lily leaves
form our own natural pesticide. The pesticide should be used immediately.
Water: 500ml
Quantity of Leaves:
Neem: 25
Bougainvillea: 10
Spider Lily: 1
Blend and sift until liquid consistency

The 4 R’s
ConceptReduce, Reuse,
Recycle, and
Rethink!







Waste prevention or “source reduction” means consuming and throwing away less. Source
reduction actually prevents the generation of waste in the first place. So, it is the most preferred
method of waste management and goes a long way towards protecting the environment.
The management of waste is a key component in a business ability to maintain any form of
environmental accreditation.

Re-using items by repairing them, donating them to charity and community groups or selling them
reduces waste. Re-using products, whenever possible, is better than recycling because re-used
items do not need to be re-processed.






The materials from which the items are made can be re-processed into new products.
The most common consumer products recycled include aluminum (such as beverage cans), copper
(such as wire), steel canned food and aerosol cans, old steel furnishings or equipment, polyethylene
and PET bottles, glass bottles and jars, paperboard cartons, newspapers, magazines and light paper,
and corrugated fiberboard boxes.

With the implied meaning that the present system may have fundamental flaws, and that a
thoroughly effective system of waste management may need an entirely new way of looking at
waste. The most challenging task is changing the way people do things – paradigm shift.

Waste separation can be divided into
seven categories:
Paper
Plastic
Cans (aluminum)
Glass
Fruit and Vegetable Waste
Bread and Rice
Wet Waste
Paper and Cardboard
Worldwide consumption of paper has risen by 400% in the past 40
years.
Paper waste accounts for up to 40% of total waste produced in the
United States each year.
Therefore, reduction in paper use has a significant effect on the
companies’ waste stream.
The Frangipani Langkawi uses recycled paper (where possible) for
the majority of office printing applications.
Two sided printing is also encouraged for all documents.
Recycled envelopes are used where possible.
Used cardboards are bundled for collection and then recycled.

1. Recycled worn or torn bed sheets
into pillow under slip

2. Use paint bucket as recycling
bins

A way to minimize waste to landfill, bed sheets
which are still usable are sewn back together by
our housekeeper and turned into under slips for
pillows.

Old paint buckets from room
renovations conducted at the resort are
up-cycled into bins which is part of the
resort’s zero waste management.

3. Glass bottle
walls
Glass bottles collected
at the resort have
been used to decorate
the guests’ rooms.
This allows for `natural
light to enter the room
in a artistic manner.

4. Luggage
trolley
from
recycled
carpet

5. Waste Separation (Kitchen)
We separate our waste into 7 bins: organic waste, bread, rice, rubbish, plastic, aluminum
and paper. The left over bread and rice are used to feed fowls at our farm, organic waste is
taken to the composting sites to be made into soil fertilizer to grow food. The plastic,
aluminum cans and paper are taken to our recycling center for collection, in which the
revenue goes back to the staff welfare fund. Any rubbish which is mixed waste or nonrecyclables are sent to the landfill; however this is kept at a minimum.

6. Reuse old bathtub to store compost or soil
fertilizer
As a form of recycling, bathtubs which had been
removed from some of the guests’ rooms in the
renovation process are stored at the nursery and are
used to store ready-to-use soil fertilizer for easy access,
and are also used to mix compost.

7. Reuse of 63 bathtubs
to produce vegetation

8. Coconut trunk used as
termite trap
To control termites from
entering guests’ rooms,
coconut trunks are placed
outside each room. To get rid of
termites, our landscapers get a
cardboard and soak it in a
solution which terminates the
termites.

9. Used recycled tree trunks as buffet
ornaments

11. Encourage
rethinking by
providing guests
reusable green
bags in guest
rooms

10. Recycled glass bottles
painted and given as souvenirs
for VVIP guests

12. Recycled wood is used to
make letter holders

13. Jam bottle used to store small
change, pins and paper clips in
office

14. Bamboo pen holder

15. Shredded paper/ recycled papers used as water retention for potted
plants
This method of water retention is implemented on sandy areas of the resort in order to
capture as much water possible to propagate plants in what would normally be a dry and
hard to grow surface.

16. Recycled wood used as signage

17. Remaining tiles from room
renovation used in decorative
walkways

Wastewater Management & Innovation

Introduction to Constructed Wetlands

 Wetland is an area whose soil is saturated with water either permanently or
seasonally.
 Wetlands have been categorized both as biomass and ecosystems.
 Wetlands have unique characteristics and they are generally distinguished from
other water bodies or landforms based on their water level and on the types of
plants that thrive within them.
 The biota of a wetland system includes its vegetation zones and structure as well
as animal populations and distribution, which are highly dependent on water
chemistry.

 Wetland cycle both sediments and nutrients balancing terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems.
 Wetland systems possess bio-filters, hydrophytes and organisms that in addition to
nutrients up-take abilities have the capacity to remove toxic substances that come
from pesticides, industrial discharges and mining activities.
 For example, floating plants (such as Eichhorniacrassipes, commonly known as
Water Hyacinth and Lemna, commonly known as Duckweed) can absorb and filter
heavy metals as well as store iron and copper commonly found in waste water.

Waste Water Treatment System at the Resort
 Uses water plants to treat
wastewater in the resort.
 The first to be built in Langkawi,
Malaysia.
 The wetland area is about 0.5855
acres (2.369 sq m) with a
maximum depth 1.2 – 1.7 m
depending on the season.
 The water quality within the
wetland is regularly monitored with
help from the local public university
and private laboratories to ensure
that it meets the Malaysian
standard for drinking.
 There are two types of waste water
which is the black and grey water.
Black water generally refers to
sewage waste whilst grey water is
the wastewater that is generated
by sinks, baths and laundry
processes.

Sub-Surface Flow Constructed Wetland
Also known as vegetated submerged beds, sub surface flow constructed wetlands are
designed in a way where the water flows horizontally beneath the vegetation. At the
resort, we are working on creating such wetland to grow fruit trees such as edible
bananas.

Sources of Wastewater in the Wetland
The generation of black water and grey water in the resort are shown in the flow chart
below:Grey water
from
washrooms,
kitchen, baths
and laundry

Black water
from septic
tank

Wetland
for
wastewater
treatment
with
nature’s
way (using
plants)

Septic tank

Nursery

Wetland

Wastewater Treatment Wetland Diagram
Grey Water
Black
Water

 Average flow rate of the wastewater from discharge inlet to the inlet of the end of water
mimosa 0.0034 m/s (green arrow) and 0.0015 m/s for Thalia Geniculata until
Eichhorniacrassipes (red arrow).
 Total surface area for all the plants used in wastewater treatment system is 1363.73
sqm.
 Total surface area for Pandan is 443.10 sq m.
 Total surface area for Water Mimosa and Water Hyacinth is 376.42 sq m.
 Total surface area for Water Spinach is 58.25 sq m.
 Total surface area for Water Lily is 68.83 sq m.
 Total surface area for Vetiver is 79.20 sq m.
 Total surface area for Bent Alligator Flag is 65.33 sq m.

Wetland Water Results – March 2015:
Measured @ P3 (Final Point)
Table: Wetland Water Analysis

Wetland Water Results – March 2015:
Measured @ P3 (Final Point)

Biodiversity
Birds found in the Resort Area
Birds like to live and visit The Frangipani Langkawi as there are plenty of fruit
trees for them.

Oriental Pied Hornbill
Anthracoceros albirostris
Also known as Malaysian
Pied Hornbill, it is a species
of the Bucerotidae family.

Olive-backed Sunbird
Cinnyris jugularis
Also known as the Yellow-bellied
Sunbird, it is a species from
southern Asia and Australia.
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Questions?
By: Mr. Anthony Wong Kim Hooi
(email : anthony@frangipanilangkawi.com)

